
MARKET PROFILE

A Market Profile is an intra-day charting technique (price vertical, time/activity horizontal) devised by J. Peter
Steidlmayer, a trader at the Chicago Board of Trade.

No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those
shown, in fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual
results subsequently achieved by any particular trading program. Point of Control is the price at maximum
cleared volume. See reference 10 for a discussion of this point. Market profile charts are sometimes known by
other names, such as Sierra Chart's TPO, the Sierra chart scale, or volume profile charts. As he continued into
the heart of the webinar, Andrew focused on particular indicators in his tools. A conventional minute
candlestick chart is on the left; the Market Profile, presented in minute periods, is in the center; and on the
right is the Market Profile in its final composite form. Please consult your broker for details based on your
trading arrangement and commission setup. Jones, Technical Analysis, September 8. Even in overall
equilibrium markets there can be days in which the market prices jump out of bounds false breakouts and then
return later in the day or the next day. It is described as "the only variable-cost ticker service in the
commodities industry. Steidlmayer on Markets, J. This becomes the first step in predicting the probability of
an outcome. Timeâ€”regulates all advertised opportunities. Daniels Trading does not guarantee or verify any
performance claims made by such systems or service. One method, apparently, is to see if volume is
increasing to the upside or downside intra-day. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
These clearings when compared to tick data indicate an approximately half hour delay. The structure depicted
by the Market Profile reflects market-generated information; it represents the actual buy and sell orders
transacted in the marketplace. In particular, he showed the specific information a trader can get from TAS
boxes, navigator, VEGA bars, and magenta bars, which indicate exhaustion warning. The LDB data discussed
here is end of day. The reason given is that "it is essential to know what market participants are doing". The
concept was to display price on a vertical axis against time on the horizontal, and the ensuing graphic
generally is a bell shape--fatter at the middle prices, with activity trailing off and volume diminished at the
extreme higher and lower prices.


